Ontogeny and stability of separation and threat-induced defensive behaviors in rhesus monkeys during the first year of life.
Twenty-six rhesus monkeys were tested repeatedly at 4, 8, and 12 months of age to characterize the expression and development of their defensive responses induced by separation from their mothers and exposure to a potential threat. Results demonstrated that by 4 months of age infant monkeys engaged in adult-like context-dependent responses and adaptively regulated these responses in relation to the changing context. When separated from their mothers and alone, infants at 4 months of age were active and emitted frequent coo vocalizations. However, when exposed to the profile of a human face, infants responded by becoming behaviorally inhibited and freezing. At 8 months of age, a dramatic reduction in infants' separation-induced coos was observed, whereas their duration of threat-induced freezing remained unchanged. At 12 months of age, a further decrease in cooing occurred, while freezing duration was maintained. No sex differences were found in the expression of these behaviors or their developmental patterns. Individual differences in separation-induced cooing and threat-induced freezing were apparent and remained stable over the three ages studied. However, within animals no relation was found between individual differences in cooing and freezing. These data demonstrate important differences in the developmental patterns for the expression of cooing and freezing over the first year of life. Marked individual differences in separation-induced cooing and threat-induced freezing were apparent and remained stable from 4-12 months of age. The data support the hypothesis that these different defensive responses reflect different adaptive responses that likely have different underlying mechanisms. The similarities between these defensive responses in rhesus monkeys and humans suggests that understanding the factors that promote the development of individual differences in monkeys will illuminate important factors that promote individual differences in humans.